The article explains the current at the turn of XX-XXI centuries multi-faceted educational activities of the Russian Academy of Arts for the preparation of highly artistic personnel capable to create works of Orthodox art. During this period the Academy consisted of two artistic high schools, two colleges and academic workshops of art.
INTRODUCTION
Fundamentals of modern art education are preserving and developing in the Russian Academy of Arts, which for nearly three centuries of its history has consistently offered one of the main centers of artistic life of the country. When in the early 1990s, it became apparent that the active work of the Russian Orthodox Church on the reconstruction and restoration of churches and monasteries requires a largescale training of highly professional artistic stuff, an important mission of training such professionals has been entrusted to the Russian Academy of Arts. Anti-church policy of the Soviet state in the twentieth century contributed to the fact that the traditions of Russian Orthodox art were largely lost. Accordingly, it was resulted in a number of consequences and, in the first place -lack of professional artists who can create works of Orthodox art.
It is known that the monumental church painting -is a special bi-unity of theological content and compositional and artistic structure. The revival of the church frescoes, forming of the integral method that combines the canon and nature, creating a picturesque ensemble, covering a large part of the church interior, turn out to be a difficult task in modern terms -at the turn of the twenty first century. Those who came into contact with the Orthodox paintingfrescoes, icons, -are well aware that this art requires extensive knowledge. Orthodox Church with its sophisticated harmony of architectural and pictorial forms, synthesis of sculpture and decorative arts, developed over the centuries. The creating of Orthodox painting demanded from the artist high professionalism, talent of muralist, compositional skill and spatial vision, imagination and deep knowledge of the Holy Scripture. At the end of the second half of the twentieth century academic classical school was faced with the need to revive the old system of education, where the use of native and international artistic experience was the basis of teaching methods of the future professionals -master-hands of church art. However, the main bases were not lost, as in all periods of the history of the country the system of academic art education defended those fundamental principles that were necessary in any historical circumstances and cataclysms. This, in particular, advertence to the artistic-wide training cycle, providing a high level of receiving professional education. You can completely agree with the statement that "school serves as a basis for the development of a new art, but art is becoming, in turn, the soil to form a new school. So this spiral is constructing infinitely in time, defining the evolution of painting, sculpture, graphic arts." [1] 
II. METHODS AND PRINCIPLES OF THE RUSSIAN ART EDUCATION IN THE XXTH CENTURY
It was important that for the academic school educational principles of spiritual, philosophical and moral ideals had special meaning. The theoretical positions of pedagogical system of the Academy of Arts, developed by P. P. Chekalevsky are the evidence of that. He proclaimed the educational role as the main advantage of all the arts, because he believed that the art can provide "an invaluable service, using all the power of beauty to image the truth and virtue, two good things so necessary for humanity" [2] .
In general, the basis of methods of teaching artists at the Academy of Arts for almost its entire history was a uniform system of education, "strict reasonableness, sequence of tasks and their progressive complexity combined artistic practice with scientific subjects" [3] .
The teaching process (comprehension of the laws of drawing, sculpture, perspective, anatomy, composition, copy, etc.) was closely associated with the acquisition of practical skills; the getting of theoretical knowledge is also always combined with the practice.
By the second half of the twentieth century a school for the master-hands of monumental painting in two academic universities of art was formed: a training course lasted for six years. In pedagogical practice the experience of the past with its strict sequence in learning skills was used: in the early years of training there was a deep study of nature, many tasks in drawing, painting, sculpting, which International Conference on Arts, Design and Contemporary Education (ICADCE 2015) complicated from semester to semester. The lectures on plastic anatomy, technique and technology of painting, composition, history of native and foreign art had been reading to the students. The summer practice was organized for the students of all faculties after each course It should be emphasized that, along with the achievements of classical pedagogy the main centers of art education -academic institutes named after V. I. Surikov in Moscow and I. E. Repin in St. Petersburg -formed modern, well-developed program, the most accurate method to solve the problem of professional training of artists, architects, designers, restorers, art historians. The special subjects of art were built on consecutive study of monuments from different eras, including medieval. The part of the training of painters and restorers performed the practice of copy, including carrying out copies of icons, church frescoes.
A variety of tasks to be solved in copying of monuments of painting was extremely wide. Students, in particular, sought to understand and learn the value of the canons, the correct using of historical examples of iconography and techniques of the church frescoes. The trip to the summer practice (as before and now) was constant, students studied and copied church paintings, made measurements of cultural monuments. As a result, the extensive collections of copies of the church frescoes and mosaics were established in academic institutes named after V. I. Surikov in Moscow and I. E. Repin in St. Petersburg.
A careful study of the monuments of the past with the help of graphical analysis and a detailed study of the structure has contributed to a dual purpose: the enrichment of future masters with knowledge of styles, fashion, creative essays of the greatest artists of the past and at the same time -the development of their professional artistic skills on this basis.
At the beginning of the new millennium, with its radically different cultural and educational changes on the agenda once again become a problem of forming professionals who are able to respond the questions of the modern era. One of the main tasks of the pedagogical staff of two academic lyceums and institutes was the introduction of the practice of training and education oriented on person. Russian Academy of Arts, defending its traditions and system of values, identified ways to the further activity that can resist the aggression of mass culture. In the early 1990s, using extensive prior experience, formed in V. I. Surikov institute in Moscow and I. E. Repin institute in St. Petersburg, the Academy has begun work on the creation of infrastructure basis for the development of a national school of monumental art, the revival of Orthodox art school, the professional recovery of skill of church art as a fundamental principle of religious art.
III. BYZANTINE TRADITIONS IN RUSSIAN ART
It should be emphasized that in the academic courses of study a lot of attention was always paid to the aesthetic and ethical criteria of art, the basic principle of which is the statement of beauty and harmony -the most important components of religious painting. The ideological basis of national academic school was the works by outstanding native philosophers, historians, and theologians. In particular, its special significance received the ideas of the philosopher and theologian G. V. Frolovsky, who defended the importance of recognizing the Greek and Byzantine spiritual and historical tradition for Russia (in contrast to the Roman Catholic which formed the mentality of the Western world), and noted that the Byzantine Empire in 10th century was "the only true cultural country in the whole European world." In his conviction it was the Greek-Byzantine tradition that brought to the Russian Orthodoxy the great culture, the search for spiritual beauty, integrity and syncretism of the worldview. It should be noted that the baptism of Russia in 988 year according to the Byzantine Orthodox sample and the formation of the Russian national idea in Kiev's Rus, named as the "Holy Russia" were historically significant for Russia.
The assimilation of Greek-Byzantine and Russian spiritual and historical tradition by students of academic art institutes helped to understand why exactly Russia gave the world a pleiad of great ascetics of the Orthodox faith and masters of religious art.
IV. MODERN CHALLENGES AND TENDENCIES
The development of the modern school of monumental painting also required the updating of training programs, development of new technologies and information systems, identified the need for qualitative growth of the teaching staff, capable of influencing the formation of the modern processes of art education. Occupying a leading position in native art education, academic institutions build the teaching methods in academic workshops of monumental art, closed to the traditional and at the same time -change the theme of the educational process according to increase the range of tasks specific to the modern period.
Thus, traditionally for the academic school (as before and in our time) one of the main subjects in the comprehension of professional skill of the painter still was the art of drawing; considerable importance is attached to the knowledge of anatomy, perspective, composition, technique and technology of materials. The modern system of art education, developing traditions, has opened access to the fundamentals of the art graphic tradition; the interest to the ancient art instilled in the second year. The development of artistic taste, deepening of professional skill appears during learning the Old Russian heritage.
A lot of attention is traditionally paid to the copy and restoration practice in the course of further education. The course of study in this workshop, along with subjects which provides training program of painters, has a number of features: for example, a harmonious combination of moral education and training, orientation on canonical Byzantine and Old Russian art, more serious theological training, spiritual and personal involvement of future iconographer in creating the image [4] .
The possibility of obtaining special education in the workshop of historical and religious paintings made the independent profession of church painter in the national fine art workable. This affected the general settings of the educational process, in which individual tasks received their special touch. As emphasized above, the role of the medieval tradition at the turn of XX-XXI centuries became great as in style and in the theoretical explaining of the creative process and in the revival of art education methodology of church painting masters. The presidium of the Russian Academy of Arts and its president Z. K. Tsereteli, bearing in mind all these factors, identify new challenges of improvement of the faculty of painting in academic art institutes. The practice of students' participation (under the guidance of teachers) in the creating of church murals is actualized much today. So, the restoration and reconstruction of the decoration of the academic home church of St. Catherine, arranged in the Academy of Arts in St. Petersburg were made mainly by the students and graduates of academic institute named after I. E. Repin.
In 1991 in an academic home church the service was continued after nearly sixty years of hiatus. The prior of the church, father Alexander (Fedorov) -is a graduate of I. E. Repin Institute. The revival of academic church -it is really the embodiment of the living connection between generations; in this regard should be specially emphasized that today continues the knowledge of the basics of spiritual life through prayer in the home church of St. Catherine. [5] VI. CONTEMPORARY AGENDA OF HIGHER ART EDUCATION IN RUSSIA The next part of the whole system of higher art education should be regarded as solving problems of synthesis of arts in teaching future muralists. The researcher E. N. Nikolaeva learning the art of students of the Faculty of Painting in I. E. Repin Institute in the 1990s, analyzed the process of formation of religious subjects at the turn of XX-XXI century. [6] In the practice of the masters of monumental church painting, as the researcher notes, the importance has the solving of problems of synthesis of arts, the ability to combine organically paintings with architectural composition.
Long-term urban planning and artistic practice of graduates of academic institutes became a convincing evidence of this statement. 
VII. CONCLUSION
Thus, we can say that the education received in art lyceums, universities and art workshops included at the turn of XX-XXI centuries in the structure of the Russian Academy of Arts, "is seen as a creative act (humanized, humanitarian approach), the pursuit of interdisciplinary synthesis of science, education and culture, the integral person (on the psychological, social and cultural levels)" [7] .
Many things are changing: attitudes, spiritual life, needs of society and at the same time education, through which the society develops with its economic, political and social strategies. Education is at the core of the cultural life of the community with its enduring values and traditions. Education is the cultural core of social life with its enduring values and traditions. Importance of the Russian Academy of Arts -the leading center of artistic education in the country -is determined primarily by the fact that the development of modern orthodox painting took place under conditions of intensive formation of a national art school. Many years of artistic experience and tradition of the educational system, developed at the Russian Academy of Arts, contributed to the revival and development of the national school of church art.
